I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) methods do not support data classification and visualization simultaneously. Some ANN methods such as Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) perform classification without providing visualizations [1] . Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) is a neural network based classification focused supervised competitive learning model [2] . The codebook vectors of LVQ are placed in the input space and updated according to the vector-learning rules with no data visualization abilities. The classification performance of LVQ is at least as high as other ANN based classification models [2] .
On the other hand, data topology preservation and visualization has been supported by various approaches such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [3] , Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [4] , Sammon's Mapping [5] , Principal Curves [6] , Principal Surfaces [7] , Curvilinear Component Analysis (CCA) [8] and Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [2] . These methods have been used for dimensionality reduction, data clustering tendency analysis, data topology preservation and projection [8] . Visualization induced SOM (ViSOM) [9] and Probabilistic Regularized SOM (PRSOM) [8] have been proposed to enhance SOM's visualization to preserve the data structure and inter-neuron distances. In [8] and [9] , PRSOM and ViSOM have already been proven superior among the other visualization methods. However, being unsupervised, these visualization-focused methods do not optimize classification performance compared with the supervised classification methods such as LVQ. As Kohonen stated in [2] , supervised methods are facilitated with higher classification abilities over the unsupervised methods and eventually statistical classification problems are recommended to be addressed with supervised methods for better classification accuracies if supervised learning is all possible [2] .
However, the unsupervised data visualization methods do not optimize classification accuracy compared with supervised classification methods, while the supervised classification methods usually do not provide data visualization. Thus the scope of a novel supervised method is felt necessary to facilitate applications requiring good data visualization and intensive classification. This research thus focuses on developing a hybrid supervised ANN method to perform data classification and data visualization simultaneously.
The prominent data visualization methods of PRSOM and ViSOM's final map can be seen as a smooth net (mesh grid) embedded in the input space, where the distances between each two neighboring neurons is controlled by a regularization control parameter [8] . For a suitable regularization control parameter value, both of these methods require a large amount of neurons in the network to represent the data, hence required computation is higher [8] . Empirical studies in [8] and [9] have shown that both of these methods are vulnerable to suffer rom dead neuron problem, since a big number of neurons fall outside of the data region in the produced map even though the regularization control parameter value is reasonably selected as recommended in [8] and [8] . Moreover, PRSOM's algorithmic and computational complexities constrain its easy adaptation in many real life situations. Thus, another scope of the proposed method is felt demanding to quickly produce data visualization and intensive classification with optimized computational and algorithmic complexities to facilitate many real life situations.
In this work, the Adaptive Coordinate (AC) approach is investigated to be hybridized with LVQ to address the abovementioned issues. The AC approach is an extension of the learning procedure of SOM. The basic idea of AC approach is to mirror the movements and locations of the neurons' weight vectors in the high dimensional input space in a low dimensional output space to reveal the clustering tendency of data learned by SOM [10] . Usually the AC is applied on the topology preserved SOM grid to reveal the clustering tendency of data by removing the rigidity of SOM grid.
In this paper, integration between LVQ and a modified Adaptive Coordinates approach is proposed as LVQwithAC. In this proposed method, LVQ performs classification task while a modified AC component projects the data visualization in a predefined 2D output space.
Section 2 describes LVQ1 in brief. Section 3 describes Adaptive Coordinates (AC) with proposed modification in adaptation criteria. In section 4, integration between LVQ and AC (LVQwithAC) is presented. In section 5, experimental results demonstrate that, the proposed of LVQwithAC is able to provide simultaneous data visualization and classification with higher computational efficiency. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.
II. LEARNING VECTOR QUANTIZATION (LVQ)
LVQ is a supervised vector quantization algorithm proposed for statistical classification [2] . It signifies a class of related algorithms such as LVQ1, LVQ2, LVQ2.1, LVQ3 and OLVQ1 [2] . Let us assume that, all samples of x are derived from a finite set of classes {S k } with overlapping distributions. Initially several codebook vectors are assigned to each class of x values. Then for each data sample x(t), in discrete time step t, the winner neuron m c (t) is selected, which is the nearest neuron to x(t) in input space based on, Then only the winner gets the update by the following equation with monotonically decreasing learning rate α(t), Besides, the classification accuracy is also at least as high as other ANN-based classification methods. More details about LVQ algorithms are available in [2] .
III. ADAPTIVE COORDINATES (AC)

A. Adaptive Coordinates
The Adaptive Coordinates approach is an extension of the standard learning procedure for Kohonen's Self-Organizing Maps (SOM). As described in [10] , the basic idea of AC approach is to mirror the movements of the neurons' weight vectors in the high dimensional input space in a low dimensional output space. In the 2D output space each neuron is assigned a position by two adaptive coordinates ax i , ay i initially being identical to the neuron's position in the map grid. During each training step t, distances between each neurons' weight vector m i (t) and the presented input signal x(t) are stored in an array Dist(t). After updating the weight vectors according to the weight updating rule at training step t, this array Dist(t+1) is re-computed for the same input signal x(t). Based on the values of this array during time step t and time step t+1, the relative change in distance between every neurons' weight vector m i and the presented input signal x(t) can be calculated as:
These relative changes or movements are to be mirrored analogously in the output space. The winner neuron m c (t) is considered as the representative of the input signal x(t) and the adaptive coordinates of the winner ax c (t), ay c (t) as the center of adaptation for every other neurons i in output space. The adaptive coordinates ax i (t), ay i (t) of every neuron i except (
In [10] and [11] , it has been proven that the mirroring ability of AC applied on the topology preserved SOM grid allows the visualization of the clustering tendency of data learned by SOM.
B. Some issues about AC
The purpose of AC was to reveal the clustering tendency of data learned by SOM [10] . SOM usually preserves data topology in low-dimensional regular grids. Once the topology is preserved in rigid grids, AC removes the rigidity of the grids by its adaptive coordinates and reveals the clustering tendency of data by mirroring neurons' movements and bringing topologically closer neurons closer in output space. Unlike SOM, LVQ doesn't provide any topology-preserved grid. Moreover, due to the neighborhood effect in SOM, the winner along with a set of neighboring neurons get the updates for every input signal x(t). In contrast, only the winner gets the updates in LVQ resulting fewer movements among the neurons' weight vectors to be mirrored by AC for any time step t. Thus the Adaptation Criterion of AC method stated in
[10] requires modification to be integrated with LVQ for data visualization. Again, the relative changes in Equation (3) for any time step t are calculated by the difference between Dist i (t) and Dist i (t+1) divided by the Dist i (t). In the same time step t, Dist i (t) contains different values for different neuron i. So, the relative changes for every neuron i in Equation (3) is not measured in a unified global scale in the same time step t. Thus the direct integration between LVQ and AC with adaptation criteria mentioned in [10] will have visual discontinuities. To overcome this problem this paper proposes a way of computing the relative changes in a unified global scale of 0 to 1. The details of the modification will be discussed in the following section.
C. Modified adaptation criteria of AC
The proposed modification of AC is to ensure the successful integration of AC and LVQ enables LVQwithAC with data visualization ability.
Original AC concept [10] used SOM's grid space as it's output space to create visualizations, since LVQ doest not provide any grid space, a output space needs to be defined to enable AC to create its visualization. Let denote two normalization factors as μ in and μ out to represent the maximum distances between any two data points in N-dimensional input space and a predefined maximum range of the output space respectively. These two normalization constants enable the proposed modified AC to compute all relative changes in a unified global scale of 0 to 1. Let denote, ) t ( dic and ) t ( ic to represent the distance between neuron i and winner neuron c in N-dimensional input space and low-dimensional (2D) output space respectively for any time step t. Then the adaptation factor for the adaptive coordinates of each neuron i for time step t can be calculated by modifying the Equation (3) as,
In (5), ΔDist i (t+1) represents the signed (+/-) differences between the normalized distances in input space and output space for any neuron i and winner neuron c. Equation (5) enables that, all the relative changes for every neuron i is computed in the same unified scale of 0 to 1. Thus no additional zooming function is required to keep the coordinates in the range of output space. The positive value of ΔDist i (t+1) sets the direction of adaptation towards the winner neuron c while negative value sets it in the opposite direction. Now the adaptive coordinates ax i (t), ay i (t) of every neuron i except the winner, are updated by the following equation, 
In (6) η(t) is a monotonically decreasing control parameter (0<η(t)<1) can be described as ,
Here η 0 is a constant decreasing factor with value close to 1, i.e. η 0 =0.98. Various other modes of linear or non-linear decreasing method for η(t) can also be applied. Equation (6) thus avoids hard assignments to the adaptive coordinates by assigning moderated fractions of relative changes as compared with (4). Equation (6) also ensures that, no additional threshold value is necessary to define the stable state of network to start the adaptation process, as required by AC stated in [10] . Since, the modified AC moderates the adaptation factors using the proposed control parameterη.
IV. PROPSED HYBRIDIZATION OF LVQ AND AC (LVQWITHAC)
The method of LVQwithAC is proposed as hybridization between LVQ algorithm and modified AC method. Let us assume that all samples of x are derived from an Ndimensional data set and each neuron i is assigned with 2-dimensional adaptive coordinate vectors ax i , ay i randomly positioned in a predefined output space range. The maximum distance between any two data points in N-dimensional input space is computed and presented by μ in and the μ out is assigned with the maximum distance available in the output space range. Initially N-dimensional codebook vector for each neuron is assigned in the data space. Then the algorithm can be described as,
Step 1: Select the winner for each data sample x(t) using (1).
Step 2: Apply LVQ training for the winner neuron using (2).
Step 3: Compute the adaptation factor for each neuron i except the winner using (5).
Step 4: Update the adaptive coordinates of each neuron i except the winner using (6).
Step 5: Repeat step1 to step 4 until stopping criteria for LVQ training procedure is met. Note: in order to reduce the computational efforts further, step 3 and step 4 can be applied at an interval of certain training iterations only (e.g. at every 5 to 10 training iterations).
V. EXPERIMENTS
The advantages of the proposed LVQwithAC method are demonstrated using Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) and Wine data sets. These data sets were used in [8] to evaluate the visualization performances of PRSOM over ViSOM, PCA, SOM, CCA, MDS and Sammon's Mapping. The following experiments demonstrate data visualization performance of LVQwithAC as compared with PRSOM, ViSOM and SOM followed by a classification evaluation to demonstrate LVQwithAC's superior classification ability over the unsupervised data visualization methods. The higher computational efficiency of LVQwithAC over the visualization methods considered is then justified by a study of relative computational complexities of the methods considered. The classification ability of LVQwithAC is then proven equally promising compared with other supervised classifiers besides its additional visualization ability over the supervised classifiers considered.
In order to evaluate the visualization of the proposed method in terms of topology and inter-neuron distance preserved mapping from N-dimensional input space to low (2D/3D) dimensional output spaces, a quality measurement riterion proposed in [8] is used. The measurement is evaluated by judging whether the distances between a neuron and its k nearest neighboring neurons in input space are proportional to those of output spaces. The ratio of the distances between each neuron and it's k nearest neighboring neurons in input space and output spaces are computed. Then the mean and standard deviation of the ratios are obtained. Finally the relative standard deviation (RSD) is computed by RSD= standard deviation / mean. The closer the value of RSD to zero, the better the mapping effect would be. In the following experiments k=4 is selected according to [8] .
A. Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set
The Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) data set [12] consists of 9-dimensional 683 data samples with 2 classes. A LVQwithAC with 100 neurons was used in this experiment. The codebook vectors were assigned from randomly selected data samples. The adaptive coordinates ax i , ay i for every neuron i was initialized randomly in the output space. Total iterations were set to 500. Learning rate α and control parameter η were initialized as 0.4 and 0.1 and linearly decreased to 0.0 at the end of the training. The visualization projected by LVQwithAC was compared with those of PRSOM, ViSOM and SOM presented in Figure 1 to 4 respectively. The Experimental details and results obtained for the other methods to produce visualizations for WBC data set are available in [8] . According to [8] PRSOM, ViSOM and SOM used 400 neurons with 1000 iterations while LVQwithAC used 100 neurons with 500 iterations to produce respective visualizations. In this experiment Fig. 1 demonstrated that, LVQwithAC is able to preserve the data structure better than that of SOM in respect with PRSOM's projection for WBC data set, since LVQwithAC's visualization is comparatively closer to PRSOM and ViSOM than that of SOM in terms of data structure preservation as projected in Fig. 1 to Fig. 4 . Here, PRSOM is taken as the standard because of its proven superiority in data structure preservation in [8] . WBC data set (image adapted from [8] ). Dead neuron=76.00%. Fig. 3 . Visualization by ViSOM (size 20x20, λ=3.0, 1000 iterations) for WBC data set (image adapted from [8] ). Dead neuron=89.75%. Fig. 4 . Visualization by SOM (size 20x20, 1000 iterations) for WBC data set (image adapted from [8] ). Dead neurons=38.25%.
B. Wine Data Set
The Wine data set [12] contains 13 dimensional 178 data points with 3 classes. A LVQwithAC network was used with similar parameter setting of the previous experiment of WBC data set stated in section V.A. The visualization projected by LVQwithAC was compared again with those of PRSOM, ViSOM and SOM presented in Fig. 1 to Fig. 4 respectively. Similar to WBC data set stated above, the experimental details for the other methods to produce their visualizations for Wine data set are available in [8] . As documented in [8] , ViSOM, PRSOM and SOM used 400 neurons with 1000 iterations, while LVQwithAC used 100 neurons with 500 iterations to produce their respective visualizations. In this experiment Fig. 5 demonstrated again LVQwithAC's data structure preservation ability is comparatively visually closer to PRSOM and ViSOM than that of SOM as projected in Fig.  5 to Fig. 8 . Hence LVQwithAC is able to provide more appealing data visualization than that of SOM in terms of data structure preservation
The 5 run average RSD comparison of various visualization methods for WBC and Wine data sets were presented in Table  1 to quantify their respective inter-neuron distances and data topology preservation abilities. Table 1 shown that, LVQwithAC is able to produce better visualization that of SOM, CCA and Sammon's Mapping in terms of inter neuron distances and data topology preservation. However PRSOM and ViSOM, being prominent in inter-neuron distance preserved data visualization, stand well ahead. 
C. Classification performance analysis
To evaluate the classification performance an evaluation criterion stated in [13] is followed. As stated in [13] , for each performance evaluation for each data set, 80% of the data was randomly selected for training and the remaining 20%was used for testing. After converting the data to the required format, 10 runs for each split of training and test data were performed and the results were averaged.
LVQwithAC's classification performance is first compared against the unsupervised data visualization focused methods of SOM and ViSOM and presented in Table 2 to demonstrate that, LVQwithAC's supervised learning method is able to rovide better data classification accuracy than the unsupervised visualization methods. LVQwithAC's classification performance for WBC and Wine data sets is then compared against various other supervised classifiers and presented in Table 3 using the above-mentioned classification evaluation criterion. A number of supervised classifiers stated in [13] are selected to be included in Table 3 based on higher performance order documented for Wine and WBC data sets in [13] . Table 3 demonstrates that, LVQwithAC is also able to provide promising classification performance among the supervised methods considered besides its additional visualization abilities over them.
D. Computational Efficiency Comparison
Visualization performances of ViSOM and PRSOM are strongly affected by the regularization control parameter. A suitable regularization control parameter value will require ViSOM and PRSOM to have a larger map size to effectively capture the data region [8] . While a big number of neuron is usually found falling outside the data region and become dead due to the regularized spread of weight vectors [8] . Hence, the network resource utilization is not optimized in ViSOM and PRSOM. The adapted images of visualizations produced by ViSOM and PRSOM for Wine and WBC from [8] used a reasonable regularization control parameter value as suggested in [8] . The documented visualizations for Wine and WBC data sets presented in Fig. 1 to Fig. 8 are analyzed and the percentages of dead neuron found are presented in Table 4 . Table 4 shown that, LVQwithAC is able to best optimize the dead neuron problem than SOM, ViSOM and PRSOM. Moreover, it requires comparatively smaller number of neurons and less training iterations than that of ViSOM and PRSOM as discussed earlier. Hence it is computationally effective than SOM, ViSOM and PRSOM. This computational efficiency of LVQwithAC may prioritize itself in many real life applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel hybrid supervised ANN method (LVQwithAC) is proposed for simultaneous data visualization and classification. LVQwithAC is shown able to provide data structure and inter-neuron distance preserved visualization better than that of SOM beside its intensive classification accuracy. The computational efficiency of LVQwithAC is found higher than SOM, ViSOM and PRSOM. Therefore, the smaller map size requirement, faster training using less iteration and optimized network resource utilization to quickly produce data structure and inter-neuron distance preserved visualization in addition to its intensive classification accuracy, LVQwithAC have demonstrated potential to be more investigated to facilitate many real life applications requiring good data visualization and simultaneous intensive classification. Further investigations will be undertaken to enhance its inter-neuron distance preservation ability. 
